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Easter bonnets are a sure sign of spring  
Spring has officially sprung! At least it has at Carewest Colonel Belcher, where residents and staff weave together 
fantastic designs for Easter bonnets. Resident Helen Taylor, left, and Therapy Aide Marie Oray display some of the 

creations made that day.
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While fall is the official time 
of Thanksgiving in Canada, 
we get an early start in 
health care. For it’s in the 
spring that we take time to 
acknowledge and appreciate 
the commitment of both 
volunteers and staff at 
Carewest. 

The time and effort made 
to care for and improve the 
lives of our residents and 
clients is something worth 
celebrating. 

And so we celebrate your many contributions!

On a formal basis, we have a Volunteer Recognition Week 
and a Staff Appreciation Week. It’s important to designate 
special time to reflect on the contributions you make 
to the people we care for, along with their families and 
friends. That extra effort, compassionate word or simple 
demonstration of kindness can make a big difference in 
someone’s life. In recognition, we set aside formal time 
each year to thank and honour those who make such 
important contributions.

However, it’s not enough to simply have a week of 
appreciation. We need to make sure that our hard-
working staff and committed volunteers know that they 
are appreciated throughout the year. 

Carewest is not a Monday to Friday daytime operation. 
It’s a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week busy place that is 
home to many and a place of support to many others. Our 
staff aim to improve and enrich the lives of 1,400 residents 
and thousand of clients each and every year. 

The importance of that work simply cannot be overstated. 
You care for people’s health and the quality of their lives, 
often at very challenging and vulnerable times. You seek 
to bring our values of respect, dignity and compassion 
to our efforts on all shifts – days, evenings, nights and 
weekends. And you do that so well, in so many ways – 
large and small.

Please be sure to take time to care of yourself – that’s 
especially important for those who care for others. 
Keeping yourself safe and well is important for you and 
your loved ones, as well as those you care for.

Dwight Nelson 
COO, Carewest

Continued on Page 3

Thank you to staff 
and volunteers
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Start your adventure today!

Carewest has stepped up and joined the Global Corporate 
Challenge (GCC) again this year to help celebrate Carewest 
Staff Appreciation Week and Carewest's 55th anniversary. 
Carewest will be sponsoring about 500 staff to take part in 
the challenge on a first-come, first-served basis.

To participate in the GCC, you’ll first need to round up a 
team of seven colleagues, then nominate a Team Captain. 
Team Captains need to log on to the GCC website to 
register their team of seven colleagues. 

You can register your team at: www.gettheworldmoving.
com/portal/24484-78743/carewest or visit Careweb for a 
direct link to the portal.

The Team Captains will receive their team’s GCC Pulse, a 
pedometer that tracks everyone’s movements through the 
day and every type of activity. 

Whatever you’re into — walking, running, cycling, 
swimming, ballroom dancing, martial arts — everything 
counts towards your goal of at least 10,000 steps a day. 

“At Carewest, we care about your health and happiness 
so we’re offering staff a fully funded spot in the Global 
Corporate Challenge for 2016. Our involvement in the 
Global Corporate Challenge is part of the Carewest Staff 
Appreciation Week, which officially runs May 9 to 15,” says 
Darrell Lang, Carewest Director of Human Resources.

“The GCC is a health and well-being program that has 
improved the health and happiness of more than two 
million people around the world. On May 25, you and your 

And do take a moment today to say thanks to a 
special colleague or volunteer. Everyone enjoys a little 
recognition!

So on behalf of the Board and management of Carewest, 
let me say thank you for all that you do. I hope you’ll 

Carewest joins  
2016 Global Corporate Challenge

team will start your virtual 100-Day journey. The more 
active you are, the further you and your team progress.”

Whether it’s the trophies, the leaderboards or the stories 
from the global community, you’ll find your own source of 
inspiration to achieve milestones along the way. One team 
will be randomly selected to receive a grand prize of a new 
pair of running shoes per person.

“We wanted to sponsor our employees and enable 
them to join the Global Corporate Challenge as part of 
our commitment to employee health and wellness,” 
says Darrell. “We are very proud to be able to enhance 
our level of support in promoting the wellbeing of our 
employees.”

To start your adventure, take the first step now and 
register your team. Registration opens May 1 and closes 
May 20. It is first come, first served.

The 2016 Carewest Staff Appreciation Week is just one of 
three corporate-sponsored events that are organized at 
the sites throughout the year to allow employees to take 
some time for themselves. 

These events are intended to encourage employees to 
connect with their peers on a more personal level and 
broaden the sense of community within Carewest. 

have an opportunity to participate in some of the formal 
appreciation events that will be held at various sites. 

More important, I hope you’ll know that you are 
appreciated not just during this period but throughout the 
entire year. You are the reason that Carewest is the special 
place it is today and will be tomorrow. Thank you!

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Thank you to staff and volunteers 
Continued from Page 2

“ “Please be sure to take time to care for yourself 
– that's especially important for those who  

take care of others.
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What you need to know about 
 this year's Global Corporate Challenge

What is the GCC? 

The Global Corporate Challenge (GCC) is a 100-day virtual 
journey that kicks off on May 25. It involves 370,000 
people from around the world competing in teams of 
seven on a journey that improves both their physical 
and psychological health. You and your team will move 
towards different locations around the world as you 
become more and more active throughout the journey. 
But it’s not just about the 100 days; the GCC will provide 
you with a 12-month platform to ensure that awareness, 
education and motivation continue throughout the year. 

How to register 

Once you have found your team of seven, nominate a 
Team Captain and give your team a name. The Team 
Captain will need to register your team on the GCC portal 
at: www.gettheworldmoving.com/portal/24484-78743/
carewest

Registration opens on May 1 and stays open until May 20, 
pending availability of spaces – so don’t delay, secure your 
spot as soon as possible. Carewest has room for about 70 
teams to join and it’s first-come, first-served.

How it works 

1. Form a team of seven 
The first step is to round up a team of seven 
colleagues who are up for some fun, then nominate 
a Team Captain. After registering, you’ll join 370,000 
participants at the starting line, all eagerly waiting for 
the first mystery location to be revealed. Your team 
will be up against 50,000 teams from 1,500 companies 
all over the world. Ready, set, go! 

2. Recieve your starter kit 
You’ll receive a Bluetooth-enabled GCC Pulse to 
track your movement throughout the day, which 
can be worn on your hip, in your pocket or on your 
upper body. The GCC Pulse allows you to switch from 
standard or sync mode – so you can decide whether 
you want to manually enter steps or sync them via 
the GCC app on your iPhone or Android™. Take good 
care of your GCC Pulse as Carewest will not fund 
replacement devices if they are lost or stolen, or they 
accidently go through the washing machine. The 
GCC platform also accepts a variety of other activity 
trackers, such as Garmin and FITBIT® so you’ll get the 
same experience which ever device you choose.  

3. Generate your Lifestyle Score with GCC Me 
When you first login to the GCC platform, you will 
be asked to complete a short, optional survey that 

will give you an assessment of your current lifestyle 
and health. The survey will then generate a Lifestyle 
Score based on your answers. As you start to develop 
healthier habits throughout the 100-Day Journey, you 
will add points to your Lifestyle Score.  

4. Start the 100-day journey 
On May 25, you and your team will start a 100-day 
virtual journey around the world. The aim is achieving 
at least 10,000 steps a day; however, the more active 
you are in your daily life, the further you’ll progress 
through some of the world’s most intriguing locations. 
It’s all brought to life through the GCC website 
and award-winning mobile app, keeping you and 
your team motivated, entertained and connected 
throughout the journey. 

5. Monitor your eating habits with GCC Nutrition 
After setting the pace in your first few weeks, you’ll 
discover your body is becoming more fine-tuned and 
you’re feeling more conscious about the fuel that’s 
driving you. GCC Nutrition kicks in with bite-sized 
chunks of info and insight, tailored to your unique 
circumstances. The simple-to-use online tools are 
designed to help you easily strike a balance of energy 
in and energy out – the nutritional recipe for success. 

6. Relax and recuperate with GCC Balance  
NEW!* 
GCC Balance is new to the program in 2016 and is 
designed to help you build a more positive mindset 
and improve personal resilience. This part of the 
program will give you tools and tips to better manage 
stress and improve your psychological well-being.    

7. Get a better night's rest with GCC Sleep  
Rest and recovery play a critical role in our ability 
to perform at our best, so on day 60 of the 100-day 
journey, GCC Sleep is introduced. It’s designed to 
help you measure and understand how the quality 
and pattern of your sleep affects your everyday life. 
If you aren’t getting the recommended amount of 
sleep every night it can affect your mood, your ability 
to focus and cope with stress, as well as productivity. 
With a few small tweaks to your sleeping pattern, GCC 
Sleep will have you recharged and ready to bounce 
out of bed every morning.  

8. Join the global movement with GCC Community 
Join a global community of people just like you, 
pulling in the same direction, at the same time, and 
sharing inspirational stories of success. The GCC 
website allows you to connect with others, re-connect 
with yourself, and connect the dots on creating a 
happier and healthier you.
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New fitness and recreation discounts for employees

We know that physical fitness and exercise are one of the 
components of wellness and that physical health is linked 
to improved mental health.    

Carewest is thrilled to announce that employees are now 
eligible for Alberta Health Services Fitness and Recreation 
discounts! 

For the full list of services and locations, visit the AHS 
website at http://insite.albertahealthservices.ca/5601.asp

You can also find the link on Careweb, on the Employee 
Retention, Recruitment & Engagement page (under the 
Human Resources tab).

How do I qualify for these discounts?  
In most cases, you may be asked to provide proof of 
employment by Carewest, such as your employee badge 
or pay advice. 

In some cases (e.g. at Curves and Good Life Fitness), you 
must print the coupon under the Vouchers section before 
you get your discount.  

Are there any services other than fitness and 
recreation available? 
Yes, some wellness discounts also apply. Discounts are 
available for Alberta Theatre Projects, Jubilations Dinner 
Theatre and Kids & Company day care provider.  

Questions? 
Call Carewest Employee Health & Safety at 403-943-8182.  

Roxanne McKendry 
Manager, Employee Health & Safety
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Watch for the 2016 Canadian Census 

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Canada’s next census will be conducted in May 2016.
Early in May, census packages will be delivered to 
households across Canada, providing residents with the 
information they need to complete their questionnaire 
online or on paper.

Completed questionnaires will provide valuable 
information that will be used by all levels of government 
to make decisions about your neighbourhood and 
community. Information obtained through the census 
is needed to plan services such as child care, schooling, 
family services, housing, public transportation and skills 
training for employment.

Every person, young and old, must be included in the 
2016 Census.

 things you should know  
 about the Canadian Census

Long-form? Short-form? Mandatory? Voluntary? So much 
to know, so little time.

The census begins on May 2 this year and some Canadians 
may find the process a bit confusing given recent changes 
to the national tally. 

Set yourself up for census success by separating fact from 
fiction with these myth busters:

The census is mandatory. All Canadians must complete 
their census questionnaire, either online, through the 
mail, in person or by phone. The mandatory long-form 
census replaces the previous voluntary household survey, 
as of November 2015. 

There are two types of census questionnaires. Three out 
of four Canadians will receive a short-form census with 10 
questions, while one out of four will receive a long-form 
census with 60 questions. The short-form census provides 
basic household information such as address, marital 
status and number of children, while the long-form census 
digs deeper into things like citizenship and immigration 
status, ethnic background, birthplace of parents, 
education, income, housing, child care and other support 
payments, and employment status. 

The census measures more than just the number of 
people in Canada and where they live. Data collected 
from the census is used to make life easier for people and 
the communities where they live. For example, things like 
traffic congestion, overcrowded schools or new hospitals 
and retirement centres can all be addressed using 
information from the census.   

Your information is protected. Everything you report is 
kept confidential and is protected by law. Your identity 
gets separated from your information and is never 
attached to it again. Take note of the secure access code 
on your census letter from Statistics Canada. This code is 
one of the measures in place to ensure you can securely 
complete your census questionnaire online.

Data from the 2016 Census will be released in a very 
timely fashion. The first data release (for population and 
dwelling counts) is scheduled for February 8, 2017.  

The actual questions and other information about the 
2016 Census can be found on the Statistics Canada 
website. 

For more information about the 2016 Census, visit  
www.census.gc.ca

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5
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What you may not know about the census

What is a census?

In Canada, a census is taken every five  
years. The next census will be held in May 
2016 and will provide a statistical portrait  
of the country and its people.

In Canada, it is mandatory for all residents to participate 
in the census. This includes Canadian citizens, landed 
immigrants, refugee claimants and people who hold a 
work or study permit.

How is the census taken?

Each household will receive instructions about the census 
in early May 2016. At that time, you can decide if your 
household will complete a census questionnaire online or 
on paper.

What happens to the information that I 
provide?

The information that you provide will be kept confidential, 
in accordance with the Statistics Act. 

Your information may be used by Statistics Canada in 
support of other surveys, or for analysis. No one outside 
of Statistics Canada can have access to information that 
identifies individuals.

Who must complete a questionnaire?

In Canada, it is mandatory for all residents to complete 
the census questionnaire. Information on whom to 
include in the questionnaire can be found on the census 
website and on the questionnaire itself, in the section 
“Whom to include in Step B”.

If you think there might be person(s) in your household 
who should not complete a census questionnaire, call the 
Census Help Line at 1-855-700-2016, starting May 2, 2016.

How are my responses used?

Your responses to the census are added to the responses 
of everyone else who lives in Canada. These compiled 
statistics help communities plan services such as day care 
centres, schools, health care, language classes, police, fire 
protection and residences for senior citizens.
 

   Why should I participate in the    
   census?

   You, your family and your community benefit    
   from the census. When you participate in the  
   census, it means better information for your 

community, about your community.

There is also a law in Canada that says you must complete 
the questions asked in the census questionnaire. This 
law, the Statistics Act, also ensures that your census 
information is kept confidential.

We depend on you!

Completing the census is both a civic responsibility and 
a legal requirement for all people living in Canada. When 
you complete your census questionnaire, you continue a 
tradition that goes back 350 years—from a few pioneer 
villages in 1666, to today’s large and prosperous country. 

What if I need help?

Starting May 2, 2016, you can call the 
Census Help Line (CHL) at 1-855-700-2016, 
Monday to Friday between 8 a.m. and 8 
p.m., or Saturday and Sunday from  
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., if:

• You need help completing your question-
naire or want information about the census; 

• Someone in your household would prefer to complete 
a separate questionnaire; 

• You need more than one questionnaire for your 
household; 

• You want a new census questionnaire, or a 
questionnaire in French;  

• You want a copy of the questions in a language other 
than English or French. 

The CHL is a free service and is available in many 
languages.
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Carewest leadership  
development

Communicating in a positive manner with staff, residents, 
clients and families is something we strive for at Carewest.

We created the Positive Talk series of booklets to help. 
If you’d like copies of the Positive Talk booklets, contact 

Carewest Communications at 403-943-8158 or email  
samara.sinclair@ahs.ca

Scenario
Lisa and Marco are cleaning a resident room when Marco 

feels a sneeze coming on.

Avoid

• Sneezing or 
coughing directly 
into your hands

• Sneezing or 
coughing directly 
into the air

• Forgetting to 
wash your hands 
if you accidentally 
sneeze or cough 
into them

Helpful Approaches

Coughing or sneezing into the 
crook of your elbow or a tissue 
will reduce the likelihood of 
transferring bacteria and viruses 
with your hands. Since we know 
hand contact is one of the key 
ways many diseases are spread, 
sneezing or coughing in the crook 
of your arm is recommended.

“This is the new way of preventing 
the spread of bacteria or viruses. 
Since we use our hands for pretty 
much everything, people have 
begun to cover their coughs or 
sneezes with the crook of their 
arm or a tissue if they have one.”

Managers play the vital and distinct 
role of reaching inside each employee 
and releasing their unique talents into 
performance. 

This role is best when working with one employee at a 
time: one manager asking questions of, listening to, and 
working with one employee.

Multiplied a thousand fold, this one-by-one role is the 
company’s power supply.

In this sense, the manager role is the catalyst role. As 
with all catalysts, the manager’s function is to speed up 
the reaction between two substances, thus creating the 
desired end product.

Specifically, the manager creates performance in each 
employee by speeding up the reaction between the 
employee’s talents and the company’s goals and between 
the employee’s talents and the client’s needs.

When hundreds of managers play this role well, the 
company becomes strong, one employee at a time.

No doubt, in today’s slimmed-down business world, most 
of these managers also shoulder other responsibilities: 
they are expected to be subject matter experts, individual 
superstars and sometimes leaders in their own right.

These are important roles, which great managers execute 
with varying styles and degrees of success.

But when it comes to the manager aspect of their 
responsibilities, great managers all excel at this catalyst 
role.

A manager must be able to do four activities extremely 
well: select a person, set expectations, motivate the 
person and develop the person.

These four activities are a manager’s most important 
responsibilities.

Adapted from: First, Break all the Rules: What the World’s 
Greatest Managers Do Differently by Marcus Buckingham 
and Curt Coffman.

Positive 
Talk
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Xuong Huu Hoang 
Manager, Dr. Vernon Fanning Food Services

Food Services Update  
Celebrating our successes!

At Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning, our Food Services team 
continues to strive to create highly satisfied clients and 
residents. We use your feedback as an opportunity to 
learn about our menu quality and variety improvements 
so we can create exciting events and special meals.

Over the past year, we have collected a significant amount 
of actionable feedback through a client survey, family 
suggestions, verbal interaction, observations, auditing and 
comments from staff. We now have the opportunity to 
develop and begin to implement a Quality Improvement 
Plan of Action based from the information collected.

Here are just a few examples of some recent events and 
initiatives that have contributed to our residents’ and 
clients’ quality of life at Fanning:

1. Green smoothies offered at lunch for St. Patrick’s Day.
2. Jell-O melon wedges offered as a dessert. Many 

clients commented that they were too pretty to eat! 
3. A steak lunch served with an asparagus bouquet, 

double-baked potatoes and tri-colored mousse.
4. As part of a special outing, some clients went on a 

fishing trip and enjoyed a traditional “fish fry” lunch in 
a private lunch room planned by Recreation and Food 
Services.

5. A special lunch for textured modified diets. The menu 
consisted of cold watermelon soup, a hot turkey 
sandwich, broccoli and strawberry short cake. 

6. The cafeteria promoted March Nutrition Month and 
healthy eating by offering staff and visitors nutritious 
menu options created by the dietitians and Food 
Services.

       
Food Services works collaboratively with all departments 
at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning to ensure that day-to-
day meal service and specially themed meals meet client 
needs, are meaningful and, most importantly, are an 
enjoyable experience. 

We could not have done this without our Food Services 
Receiver, the cooks who prepare the food, the Food 
Service Assistants, the Commissary, our dietitians, the 
nursing staff, the administrative staff, the recreation 
staff,  housekeeping, Physical Plant Services and, last but 
not least, the 100 per cent support we receive from our 
Director of Operations, Client Service Managers and other 
team members to ensure the events are well-organized 
and run smoothly.   

We recognize that there are always challenges and we 
have a lot of hard work ahead of us, but we welcome 
the opportunity to be part of enhancing the lives of our 
residents and clients and we accept the challenge with 
open arms. 

With an ever-changing health care environment, we 
hope to meet client expectations and continue learning 
to deliver service based on client-centred care. This is 
achievable due to our very dedicated team of staff who 
bring their “Heart to Work” everyday and due to the 
unwavering support from all levels in our organization.  

Pictured below: Xuong Huu Hoang, Yvonne Gray, Sheila Lal, Gail Burrows, Teresita Steiner, Erlinda Cushia, Armande Connelly, Jennifer 
Rawson, Roseline Okeke, Wendy Angstadt, Thomas Tam, Hanna Effah, Jose Tanque, Tanya D’arcy and Ina (Barbara) John.  

Photo courtesy Morgan Burgess.
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Carewest Glenmore Park Musculoskeletal (MSK) client 
Larry Simpson doesn’t look at the amputation of his right 
leg to flesh-eating disease as a loss.

The positive, optimistic and self-proclaimed ‘stubborn’ 
62-year-old looked at a life without his leg and thought, 
‘There are going to be challenges but it’s a chance for me 
to figure out how I can do them, how I can make it easier 
and how I can do it best.’

“I look at this not as a loss, because it’s given me new 
challenges and new things to think about. You have to be 
positive. That’s life. It’s going to throw things at you and 
whether you like it or not, you’re going to have to deal 
with them,” says Simpson, from his room on the MSK Unit.

“I feel ready to go back home. Last weekend, we did a bit 
of shopping and I put together a cabinet. I took it out of 
the box, got down on the floor, put it together and got 
myself back up. For the most part, I’m capable of doing 
99 per cent of what I was doing before. I’m at the point of 
saying, 'I appreciate the offer but I can do it myself.'”

With only one week remaining at the Glenmore Park, 
Larry’s 11-week stay has been a positive experience. 
He credits the staff, the food, the other clients and the 
therapy as highlights to his time at the centre. 

He says he has learned to manage his health – something 
that he hadn’t given too much thought to in the past.

Larry was born in Winchester, Ont. and raised in a rural 
setting. At the age of eight, he and his brother and three 
sisters lost their mother to leukemia and, as a result, the 
young family was fractured.

Larry entered the foster care system and ended up living 
with his aunt and uncle on their farm, where he learned to 
love the outdoors, fish, hunt and cook.

“It was difficult. It affected my childhood on an emotional 
level but made us a little stronger,” says Larry. “We’re all in 
touch now and have been in touch for years.”

He went to high school in Perth and afterwards accepted a 
job at a sawmill and later at a marble-crushing plant.

After breaking a bone in his wrist, he switched careers and 
went into the food services industry, as manager of a fast-
food restaurant.

He was married twice and had one daughter with this first 
wife.

In 1994, after working in security for a chronic care 
hospital in Ontario, Larry noticed his health was failing.
The doctor confirmed his suspicions, telling him he’s 
had about five small heart attacks in recent years and 
diagnosed him with chronic obstructive pulmonary lung 
disease. His advice was to move to Calgary or Arizona, to 
take advantage of the dry, thin air.

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Client profile
Larry Simpson
Musculoskeletal Unit, Carewest Glenmore Park 

Continued on Page 11

Photo by Samara Sinclair
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CAREWEST MSK
I spent some time not long ago

With people who had humble souls
With broken bones and amputees

Where nurses filled their cares and needs

A place to heal to cure and mend
To spend some time and make new friends

Where wheelchairs trolled throughout the halls
As walkers stood along the walls

The sunroom filled with games and teas
Helped to fill their social needs

For those now here they're truly blessed
They heal and mend they get their rest

With exercise upon week days
To rebuild hope for future ways

To exercise both minds and souls
To rebuild strength for future goals

A  place of angels yes my friend
Though you may not believe in them

I’ve seen them with these eyes of mine
A sight that truly is divine

Larry Simpson
Carewest Glenmore Park

1 West – MSK Client

Client profile
Larry Simpson
Musculoskeletal Unit, Carewest Glenmore Park 

“We moved out here and it’s been fantastic. I breathe 
much easier here. I smoked since I was about 14 – but I 
quit, so it’s gotten much better,” says Larry.

Larry was diagnosed with diabetes over the winter 
holidays and noticed he was starting to have trouble with 
his foot.

“I went to see my doctor when my foot was acting up. He 
gave me some antibiotic cream but my foot kept getting 
worse and worse. It has swollen up quite a bit and I was in 
pain,” says Larry. 

“On Jan. 1, my wife took me to the Sheldon Chumir. They 
put me in an ambulance and took me to the Foothills. It 
was flesh-eating disease. I had my foot amputated a few 
hours later.”

Looking back on the process of recovering from surgery 
and undergoing rehabilitation, Larry says he can only 
describe it as a positive learning experience. 

“Not many people can say that after losing a leg. I’m 
looking a lot better and feeling a lot better. A lot of it 
has been about the education,” he says. “Not just about 
diabetes but what foods to eat, how to know when your 
sugar has increased or getting too low, the importance 
of portion sizes. And as far as physio goes, I do about 
four hours of exercise every day and have increased my 
workouts. I’ve learned a lot.”

With the help of some neighbours, Larry’s wife is currently 
working to modify the garage into a gym so he’ll be able 
to continue his daily exercises at home. He plans on using 
his prosthetic leg as much as possible.

Larry is looking forward to getting back to the activities he 
enjoys, such as antiquing, checking out flea markets and 
garage sales, reading and writing poetry (see the sidebar).

He has already been awarded the Queen’s Golden Jubilee 
Medal and the Alberta Centennial Medal for a collection 
of self-published poems with which he used to raise 
almost $5,000 for the Veterans Food Bank.

“I grew up knowing what things are like on the bottom 
so you do what you can to support those worse off than 
yourself,” says Larry.

“ “

Client Profile: Larry Simpson 
Continued from Page 10

I grew up knowing what things are like on the 
bottom so you do what you can to support 

those worse off than yourself.
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It was a beautiful day last July when the Lost Soldiers 
Motorcycle Club (MC) visited Carewest Colonel Belcher 
and presented them with a cheque from their fundraising 
event. Even though many years of age separate some of 
the residents from the members of the Lost Soldiers, the 
shared experience of having been in the military created 
a bond that added special meaning to the donation. 
The Club spent a good couple of hours visiting with the 
residents, or as they call them, the “old guard”.
  
To belong to The Lost Soldiers MC, you must be a Veteran 
or serving member of the Canadian or Allied Armed 
Forces. “We have three basic goals: first, ride motorcycles; 
second, raise awareness for Veterans’ causes; third, ride 
motorcycles,” laughs Peter Blauveldt, the President of the 
Club. 

While the Lost Soldiers MC does some great fundraising 
for Veteran causes, the existence of the club itself is also 
hugely impactful within the Veteran community for its 
members. “We provide a platform for people to talk about 
what they’ve been through,” explains founding member 
Steve Dalton, “The physical part is the easiest; it’s the 
mental part that’s hard.” 

The difficulty of transition can be anything from adapting 
back into life and not having a regimented schedule 
to suffering with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The 
‘brothers’ also serve as important support for each other. 
“I need to be able to call you at 3 a.m. It’s an expectation, 
as a member of our club, that you are there for your 
brothers always,” explains Peter. 

“I think my dad said it best, just after I got injured,” 
explains Brock Blaszczyk, Vice President of the Club.  

Lost but never alone  
The Lost Soldiers Motorcycle Club gives back

“He said, ‘I’m never going to know what you went 
through. I can try to understand, but I’m never going to 
know.’ ” 

The Lost Soldiers support many different organizations 
through their fundraising. Carewest Colonel Belcher was 
honoured to be a recipient organization from the BEST 
ride (Bikers Everywhere Supporting the Troops) fundraiser. 
The Club is excited for this year’s second annual BEST 
Ride on July 16 and 17, which will include camping for the 
weekend and other festivities, as well as the poker run, 
where participants drive to different locations in Alberta 
(they try to choose culturally significant locations, like 
legion halls). At each of the five locations, riders pick up a 
playing card. Whoever has the best poker hand at the end 
of the ride wins half the donated pot and the other half 
goes to charity.  

But the event isn’t just for Veterans. “We get calls all the 
time from organizations that aren’t necessarily Veteran 
organizations, they just want to support what we’re 
doing,” says Peter. “Being part of the BEST ride is just a 
bunch of bikers coming together to support the cause.” 
Everyone is welcome. “We want you to come watch what 
we’re doing. And hopefully you realize that we are trying 
to create a positive effect on the motorcycle community.”     

The club motto is ‘Lost But Never Alone’. “Other veterans 
may feel alone, but we just want to make sure they are 
never forgotten,” says Brock. Through the important 
initiatives the Lost Soldiers are organizing, they truly are 
living their motto, and for that we have been very grateful.

For more information on how you can support Carewest 
or for more information on the Lost Soldiers MC BEST 
Ride, please contact Eman Safadi, Development Officer at 
Calgary Health Trust at 403-943-0623 or email  
eman.safadi@calgaryhealthtrust.ca

The Lost 
Soldiers  

Motorcycle Club  
raised $500 for  

Carewest Colonel 
Belcher
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Carewest is following in the steps of the City of Calgary 
to mandate the recycling of paper products, including 
non-confidential office paper, newspaper, catalogues and 
magazines, telephone books, boxboard and corrugated 
cardboard, and packing paper.

City council approved changes to the Waste and Recycling 
Bylaw requiring all businesses and organizations in Calgary 
to recycle a specific list of materials. Therefore, on May 1, 
Carewest will begin phasing in the city’s waste diversion 
strategy by ensuring all paper recyclables are disposed of 
properly.

To comply with this bylaw, Carewest staff will need to 
collect and store recyclables separately from the waste 
and ensure recyclables are taken to a recycling facility.

“The city-wide recycling initiative is meant to minimize 
the amount of recyclable materials going into the city 
landfills. Starting with paper products, we can help reduce 
what Carewest sends to the landfill,” says Natale Oliverio, 
Carewest Manager, Transportation Services.

“This allows us to reduce our environmental impact and 
our waste.”

Calgary businesses and organizations produce one third 
of all the waste going to City landfills. Of this, 88 per cent 
isn't garbage. This includes paper, cardboard, food and 
other easily divertible materials.

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

The 411 on Carewest's new  
recycling program

Starting May 1, Carewest staff will be asked to recycle all 
paper materials: 

1. All staff using offices and unit desks should order 
a blue bin recycling bin, which can be purchased 
through Grand and Toy with the help of your site 
administration. Part numbers: 04750 (small) or 2955-
73 (large). 

2. Staff are to manage these bins and empty them at 
their convenience into the larger recycling bin located 
within their site. Carewest will provide these bins for 
the sites. 

3. Housekeeping will not pick up any recycling from 
offices or under desks. They will only take care of 
large recycling bins in collection areas throughout the 
facilities.  

4. If sites require larger bins for main collections in their 
area, they can be ordered through Housekeeping. 

5. Housekeeping will be moving to a clear garbage bag 
for all garbage and recycling bins to allow for easier 
management and identification for proper disposal of 
contents. 

6. Confidential documents are still to be shredded in 
the Iron Mountain bins located in the sites. It is the 
responsibility of staff to keep non-confidential items 
and confidential items separate.

Fellowes Desk-Size  
Recycling Container
Product code: 04750 | 
Ordering guide page 337

Rubbermaid Deskside  
Recycling Bin
Product code: 2955-73 |  
Ordering guide page 337

Great

Buys!
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Employee profile  
Deborah Myles
Carewest George Boyack 

““
Deborah Myles tore herself away from her Staff Profile 
interview, barely able to answer the last few questions.

She had dishes to wash and she is relied upon by her 
fellow co-workers and residents at the care centre to keep 
things running smoothly in the kitchen.

She takes that responsibility very seriously and looks 
forward to being able to help who she can, where she can 
– no matter what form that takes.

“There’s always something to do. There’s never an excuse 
to not be doing something whether that’s cleaning, 
helping a resident or even just talking with them,” says 
Deborah.

“I like the interaction with the residents, meeting their 
family members and hearing their stories about what life 
was like before they came here. I like reassuring them 
they are home when they wake up and don’t know where 
they are. I like the busyness and variety of this kind of 
work.”

Deborah says her days at Carewest George Boyack are 
never the same, as she spends time in the kitchen, in the 
cafeteria, on the units and in the office.

Her comfort level with variety and change may stem from 
a childhood with a lot of movement.

With a father in road construction, Deborah lived in B.C., 
Alberta and in the 1960s, her father moved the family 
back to the family farm in Saskatchewan. 

Being the eldest of four siblings, there was always 
something to do on the farm. 

“The motto when I was growing up was, ‘No one sits, 'til 
everyone sits,’” says Deborah.

After high school Deborah moved to Lethbridge and 
began working in the food services industry by serving in 
restaurants and then in Woodwards at Lethbridge Centre, 
which she helped open in 1974 as manager of the smoke 
shop.

There, she met her future husband and together they 
transferred to Calgary and then, Kelowna, B.C. in 1978.

The couple was married in 1979 and when Deborah 
became pregnant with their first daughter, they decided to 
move back to Saskatchewan to be near Deborah’s family, 
where they struggled to make ends meet.

When Deborah’s husband Don received a call from Proctor 
& Gamble – a company he had worked for previously 
– asking him to interview for a position in Regina, he 
jumped at the chance.

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Continued on Page 15

Photo by Samara Sinclair

I like the interaction with the 
residents, meeting their family 

members and hearing their 
stories about what life was like 

before they came here.
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Employee profile  
Deborah Myles
Carewest George Boyack 

Ruth Zwolinski 
Manager, Compensation & Benefits

“We were broke and he had to get to this interview, so he 
jumped into our one-and-only car to get to the airport, 
which was two hours away. The car broke down on the 
side of the road, 45 minutes from the airport, so he had 
to hitchhike in his suit and tie and was picked up by an 
elderly couple on their way to church,” says Deborah. 

“By the time he got to the airport, the plane was taking off 
so he chartered his own flight. I couldn’t believe it; at that 
time we didn’t have two nickels to rub together. When he 
got to the interview for a position with Proctor & Gamble, 
they said, ‘For anyone who wants to work for us that 
badly, we’ll pay half of that flight’. So he started working in 
Regina.”

In the meantime, Deborah opened up a private day home 
in her house – the beginnings of a 23-year career in 
childcare services.

The couple had two more children and transferred back 
to Calgary in 1989, then Okotoks in 1992 with Proctor & 
Gamble. 

In 2001, Deborah’s husband retired from Proctor & 
Gamble and for the next few years, continued to explore 
different career paths.

Deborah and her husband worked together for Old Dutch 
Distribution, Ledcor Road Construction and both tried 
out a security detail on the pipeline before becoming 

Employee Profile: Deborah Myles 
Continued from Page 14

Emergency Medical Responders for Ledcor Pipeline in 
Morden, Man., and then on a line out of Oyen, Alta.

“We have worked together a lot over our 37 years of 
marriage,” says Deborah.

They moved back to Calgary in 2009 and today, they 
continue to work together, as Don drives for Carewest 
Transportation Services, busing clients attending the C3 
program in Beddington.

Deborah was hired for Food Services at Carewest George 
Boyack in 2012 – a union of two personal interests, food 
services and working with people who have mental or 
physical disabilities.

“I had a mentally challenged aunt and I loved her to death 
and I saw how hard it was for her and everybody else. 
I used to spend a lot of time with her reading, playing, 
doing her hair and nails,” says Deborah, adding she also 
appreciates the physical nature of the job, allowing her to 
regain strength after a period of illness.

“This job helped me get strong again and build my muscles 
back up. I was amazed at how quickly my strength came 
back after I started doing this job.” 

Deborah says she never takes her job for granted and 
enjoys the different challenges of every day.

When Deborah is not working, she enjoys taking care of 
her two dogs, reading, crocheting, bowling and visiting 
with her children and three grandchildren. 

Reminder: Reimbursements from a Personal 
Spending Account are subject to taxes 

In order to comply with Canada Revenue Agency 
requirements, Alberta Blue Cross does not issue T4As for 
Personal Spending Account (PSA) claim amounts paid in 
the calendar year. These are included on your Carewest 
T4.

All reimbursements from your Personal Spending Account 
are subject to Income Tax, EI and CPP deductions and will 
be deducted from your pay.

To avoid any significant impact to employees, the claims 
will reflect no more than $1,000 of paid claims for each 
employee each month until the entire amount has been 
reported.

For example, if an employee receives a reimbursement of 
$2,500, Alberta Blue Cross will report $1,000 in the first 
month, $1,000 in the second month and $500 in the third 
month.
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Every day, we make thousands of decisions. We decide 
what to eat, what to say, where to drive and what to wear.

From what time to wake up in the morning to what time 
to go to bed at night, most adults can make up to 35,000 
decisions every day.

While some of those decisions seem minor, each one has 
its own set of consequences.

To help you make the decision about what to wear in the 
workplace, Carewest has a long-standing Policy AM-02-06-
04: Dress Standards/Personal Appearance, which can be 
found in the Administrative Manuals on all the units and 
on Careweb, under the Policies tab.

Presenting yourself in a professional manner at all times – 
even on “casual” Fridays – is an important part of the work 
we do at Carewest.

Choosing appropriate clothes, shoes and accessories can 
be tackled differently from person to person. Here are 
some general guidelines everyone should follow:

Do wear Don't wear
Your nametag (always) Hats or caps (unless required by 

uniform)

Any uniforms, as 
required

Low-cut necklines, spaghetti 
straps, sleeveless, backless, 
strapless or cropped shirts, 
graphic t-shirts

Modest, professional 
attire

Shorts, ripped/torn/faded/
frayed jeans, leggings, spandex, 
short skirts or bare midriffs

Clean shoes in good 
condition with a 
closed toe and heel 
(when working in or 
visiting the sites)

Flip-flops, plastic cogs; no open 
toe or open heel in care areas

Jewelery appropriate 
to your position

Noisy, jangling jewellery or 
long, hanging necklaces or 
earrings that might pose a 
safety hazard

The policy also addresses the importance of good personal 
hygiene as part of how we present ourselves to the public 
– the people we care for.

Expressing your individuality through your clothing, shoes 
and accessories can certainly still be done but ensure it is 
done in a way that you and Carewest can be proud of, in a 
way that can be respected by your colleagues and in a way 
that casts no doubt in the minds of those we serve of your 
professionalism and dedication to providing the best care 
possible for residents, clients and their families.

Appropriate and safe footwear should be worn at all 
times while at work, regardless if we work in a care area, 
administration, food services or maintenance.

Always wear footwear that aligns with occupational 
health and safety recommendations. This may be specific 
to an area that an employee works. Or it may mean that 
common sense must prevail.

If working in areas like food services, maintenance or 
transportation, shoes must have a closed heel and toe 
with adequate support and protection against injury that 
could come from dropping heavy items or splashes from 
chemicals or other fluids.

For those whose assigned work area is in a care 
environment or who spend a regular or significant 
amount of time in care areas, their footwear must comply 
with occupational health and safety recommendations, 
meaning they must have a closed heel and toe with 
adequate support and protection against dropping heavy 
items or splashes from body fluids.

If you primarily spend your time in an office area but 
occasionally visit care areas, please ensure when visiting 
care areas that your footwear is appropriate to the 
environment you are visiting. Consider bringing another 
pair of shoes to use for such visits. Appropriate footwear 
for short visits to care areas might include loafers, dress 
shoes, boots or flats.

What is appropriate and 
safe footwear?

Graphic by Flaticon

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

The do's and don'ts of dressing for work
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Test your knowledge 
Take the dress standards quiz!

Which outfits are appropriate any time? Which are approriate only on "casual Friday"?  
And which are better left at home? Check your answers below.

Men Women

• Appropriate anytime: 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 

• Not appropriate for the workplace: 1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13 

• Great look for a casual Friday: 2 (tie optional), 6

2 3 4

9

6

10 11

5 7 8

12 13 14

15

Answers

1
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Service Awards

         
April's Service Award winners have provided kind and compassionate care and  
service to Carewest residents and clients for 5, 10, 15, 20 and even 25 years.  

Thank you for your service, commitment and dedication!  

20 Years
Marcia Richards-Grant

Allan Lau

5 Years
Maria Jeanette Belardo

Nicasio Iglesia
Aimin Dong

Sadia Sadeque
Ravinder Dhaliwal

Erin Melissa Chapin
Jennifer Dandajena

Maria Estrella Bertrand
Karis Hurst

Natalie Nickel
Thelma Tanedo

Janneth Formentera

10 Years
Jerma Chua

Bonnie Maureen MacDonald
Harpreet Kaur Malli

Elma Daro
Kristin Yerro

Darren Ricky Batke
John Peterson

Odia-Adele Mulumba
Genet Tafesse
Dawit Chekol

25 Years
Perlita Ruiz

15 Years
Margaret Ho

Patrice Maldiney
Debora Lynn Hart

Julie Michelle Lylander

Coffee break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com
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Coffee break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com

Sudoku
Level: Hard

How to play Sudoku
Fill in the game board so that every row and column of 

numbers contains all digits 1 through 9 in any order.  
Every 3 x 3 square of the puzzle must include 

all digits 1 through 9. 

Word Search 
Shape up for spring

Birds Happy Shape
Bees Health Spring
Exercise Heart Steps
Fitness Outdoors Sunny
Flowers Pulse Walking
Food Renew Warmth

Local MLA and staff visit 
Carewest Sarcee
Calgary-Currie MLA Brian Malkinson, foreground, 
chats with residents at Carewest Sarcee with 
Director of Operations Dave Sawatzky as they 
tour the site. Brian and several constituency 
staff visited to ask questions and gain a better 
understanding of the care centre. 

The tour included the Comprehensive Community 
Care program (C3), the Hospice, RCTP and long-
term care units.

Photo by Samara Sinclair
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Spring has arrived!

Patricia Smith-Allen, client at Carewest Comprehensive Community Care (C3) Beddington, brought in 
these beautiful daffodils from her own garden. Her husband also surprised the bus driver and the clients 

who ride her bus with their own daffodil. Spring is in the air! Photo courtesy Jennie Hollings


